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ON THE NATURE OF SENSATION"- INTENSITIES AND QUALITIES.

Ini his 1anual of Psychology, t, following

Stumpf, gives the following argument to prove the existence of

"mere sensations", or sensations which exist without being known:

within the limits we can vary a stimulus without pro-

ducing any perceptable difference in the object cognized. If

this variation in the stimulus is accompanied by variation in the

sense-experience, then we have a variation in the sense-experience

which makes no difference to cognition. There is a difference

in mere sensation, but not in perception. That, as a matter of

fact, this is so may be demonstrated as follows. We may vary the

physical conditions on which the pitch of a musical note depends,

so as to produce a graduated scale of notes increasing or decreasing

in pitch. Symbolize the series by.P , P, P , P ...... P . Now,
1 2, 3 4 n

if the variation of the physical conditions is sufficiently grad-

ual, P may be quite indistinguishable from P , and similarly
2K

P may be quite indistiguishable from P, and P, from P N&ne
2 3 3

the less, P will be perceived as distinctly different from P
4 1

But this would be impossible unless the change in the physical con-

ditions were accompanied by a'change in the sensation, even where

the change is imperceptible. If the pitch-sensation P is
I

regarded as identical with the pitch -sensation P , merely because
2

one note is indistinguishable from the other, and if in a like

manner P is regarded as identical with P , and P with P , and so
2 3 3 4

on, then P must be identical wit1f P,- and it would be impossible
1

that any perceptible difference should ever arise".

It is obvious that in this passage the word $en-

sation is not used to refer to any given sense datum, like "this
btt*1@rpet cv~o '~ov to &Aybe~ 0"e-

NQA
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data, or to a certain collection of sense-data, for were this not

so, it would be nonsense even to entertain the hypothesis that P

and RC evoked by different physical conditions, and occurring

under different circumstances, could be identical, in the only

justifiable sense of this much-abused term. Now, sensations,

says a few pages further e, are ph4 ddcal states, and he defiie

a phJ* 1ical fact as different from psychological fact, which is
of

merely a factzw ich psychology must take account, in that it is a

fact of consciousness. So it would seem that Stout means to Lain-

tain that ,the difference between P and P is that they are, fundament-

ally differelt4 SA -objects of consciousness. oMt *b-*ious-

ly Vishes to assert aiso that in the sense of "oonsciousness" in

which the., are different sorts of objects of consciousness of their

difference: otherwise, his argument in favor of the existence of

"mere" sensations loses its point. Now, as his argument shows,

we know by inference what the difference between Plamd P&is: it is

fairly clear, then, that Stout wishes to assert that we know what

P and P6 are by some other way t an by inferencethe doea not -.erely

want to show thfat Lhe sort of inference b which we know P and P is

not the same as that by which we know their difference. Now, he

gives absolutely no argument what ver which is inconsistent with the

supposition that we know P, and Penly by inference. So in crder

to discover whether Stout's argunmet is valid we are led to the

inportant questions how do we know a sensation-intensit. or quality?

and, wiat is a sensation-intensity or quality? These are the

questions I propose to discuss in toie present a&per.

A little introspection will convince one that it is only

through the compariso of one sense-datum with another that we are

able to arrange our sensations in stages of intensity and quality.
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I an never able to say that a given note is of a certain pitch

without comparing it with other notes, and even in the case of

those who have what is called a sense of absolute pitch, their

power of naming immediately the pitch a note which they hear rests

probably an the extreme tenacity of their auditory memory which

renders them able to compare a note which they hear now with cne!

which they heard a considerable time ago. What I mean tc say when

I assert that a sense-datu. ]is of a given intensity is that it

bears some relation .to a given standard sense-datum of the same

sort which I shall call aequipotente in a jiver respect and a sXa-

ilar statement holds good in the cas of sensory qualities of a

given kind, such as itch. It is mqrely the preju ice of common

sense and the Aristotalanlogic, in favor of proposi ions involv*

ing predicates, and against"ilational propositions, which makes me

use in every-day life the phrase "of the same intensity as" instead

of some pkrase such as "aequipotent with", and makes me appear to

derive this relation from the intensities themselves.

But Stumpf's arguments prove, if they prove anything at

all, that we do not recognize directly that two sense-data are

aequipotent, if we take the reation If being aequipotent as a

tansitive relation: that is, if.,*Dft a is aequipotent with b,

and 5 is aequipotent with c, a mtyst be aequipotent with c. More-

over, the argument Stumpf gives shows us exactly how we are able

to find out when two sense-data are tonally aequipotent, and when

they are not. The fact that a sense-datum of pitchP and another off 1t

P are not aequipotet is discovered when we find a tone-datum of

pitch, say, Pk, whii e-eek eed-4 beei- heige p he-he

btene detm f -0Lit "-rP Fuw-, siq~eth419e ey 49.L V14 #V h;;

WIJI"Imr- %o V Vo Ar L %a 4& v A Lp w %^ Li A.& A AIM." %A 46 L J6 %0 46 -.- MW %a, ow jrj W 46



which is noticed to be of higher pitch tahan a tone daturi of pith P,

but which is not of noticeably different pitch than a datum of pitch P.

Now, since the only criterion which we are ever given for the subliminal

difference in intensity or quality of sense-data, other than tests which

bring in such extraneous matters as the physical intensity of the stimulus.

producing a given sense--datum, is that there is some datum distinguishable

in intensity of quality respeotively from one of the original sense--datas

and indistinguishable from the other, and since the sole way we have of

discriminating the genuine aequipotence of two data from the relation

which holds between them when they are not noticeably different as to

intensity or as to quality is that in the case of true aequiiptence of

there can be no subliminal difference between them in respect to intensity

or quality, we may define the aequipotence of a and b in a given

respect as that relation which 11olds between them when all the data which

*can be discriminated from a in that respect can also be discriminated

from and vice versa, Upreovers if Weber's law holds good, or any

similar law which makes it ipossible for the up er or lower limina of

discriminattion from two senq-data produced by stimuli of different

intensity/to coincide, then e can easily show that this definition of

aequipothnce has the desirable 'roperty of renderi g two sense-data

aequip tent w en and only whe tbty are produced byl timuli of the same

physip)1 intnsity,

We hate, then, showan hovt tV16 notion d a sensatioJnintensity or

quality 61 a given range can b analysed in terms of the elation which

holds bat een two sense-data h appropriate sort whenOne is notice-

ably different from the othe an regard to its intenaity or quality..

This, relation is manifsotly derived from that whi h holds be \ween one

da#Um and another when the first is noticeably ot greater intensity, or

figher pitch, more vivid hue,,4 o, than the secon4. I am not rneaning to

pay that we may not have some; sort of a direct earerienee that a is of

ifferent intensity or piti , to., from b at from any experience
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that a is of greater or of les intensity, higher or 1ogEy pitch

than b , but ii peems to me fairly obvious that we usually have some

expe ience *E the direotion of thediference between a and b *hen $
exper ence them ao different, a cioftn what we me an tassert in

sayin g that they are felt to be diffe ent is that one is experienced as

noticeably more intense or of notio a ly higher pitch, no tc*than the

other. These relations of noticeay greater and less 14tintensity,

noticeably higher and lower in piteh". etc. whether they &re given as such

in our expevtence or not)are certanIly far more primitia thai any

experience we6. ever have of a sensathoz intensity. If we take the latter

as a property: tamely, the property pf being aequipttent *ith a given

sense-datum in acertain respect, t on whatever we seem know about

it is aimply a paraphrase for certain things we know ab 't ertain

sense-data and the relation Of Anoticeably more intrno tOa"', since

we know Vhc relation of aequipotence Qnly as a func.on ot te latter re-

lation, If a sensation intensity bo taken as a cL of a\e-data,

determined by the relation of aequipotence with a given senrde datum, then

ince s r. Russaell ha eointed out a prooiob does

not really concern the class at all, but only the property bY wich the

class is defined, 6nr knowledge of sensation-intensities is even more

a knowlede by inference, and the seneation-intensities thlemse ves are

even d4rhrkaelnjyptcte,~adeto us than if they were prope ties.

It Seems to me, maoreover, that the sort of inference through w ch we

know that a given sence-intensity is differnrt from anoth r i; not of

a fundamentally different character orm th t throujh which we no.

anything at all about a sensation-intensity, Since sensation-intensiti.3

and qualities, in the only sense in which anythir hich Stout or Stumpf

says demands that they exist, are not ever presented to us, it follows

that Stout's arguient in favor of t meref sensations is utterly, without

any point



IRorder: that sese-in~tensitie ad qualitico y have thooe

ropergfea usually au cociate with thei na1., it is Ie ceary that in

gome sense they should form series, in which a greater intensity a.iways

follows a.esser on1e. Interpreting this statement in logical terms, it

en that there mt be a rel.tion ph that:

(1) :Its ield is a clas of cer tion intensitha f given kind.,

(2) if it relates a sensat on-intensity t t a n ion-int., ity

say we should naturally say 'ht inJ a greater ineity t n

(3) if it rolate , oa_ not be the 0saMe as

(4) if it relates 0( to nd then it elates to

and,

(5) if and belong to its field and are distioot then it either

relates g to or to .

Let it be remarked to ot rt with that the relation, 'noticeab y less thadf

between sense-data, although it atisfies (3) and (4)" failx t satisfy

(1) and (2) and (5), Nloy, how are we to find such relatidn If we

turn back to the argument of Stout and Stumpf, we sha ll find the answer

to this question very readily. P and P , yourremember, were taken
1 2

to be 'tones' indistinguishable directly fromo one another, and pome

P kas takp:a$h tdalinguishable from P , but noticeably highir in
k 1 1

pitoh than P Stout says that P is really higher than P . T e
1 21

relation which one sense-intensity of a given sort has to anoth r in-w

tensity of the same sort is, then, taken by Stout to be a 'greater-than'

relation when some datum of the first intensity is not noticeably differ-

ent in intensity from some datum which is of noticeably greater intensity

than some datum of the secondA intensity, Tt ill, if Teberlo lw b .
itwiul-

true. be irffiAent condition 0Y one ' VL d1tum more 1 ten:e thanl

another if thic relation relate the second datum to the firat, but it

need not be a necessary condition. Our ranges of sensation-intensities

do adt o on in infiitum: sooner or later, in ascending such a range,

V
"IFpillpillillilgi ppoll!gl
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we find an experien :ce gn t4u $ *ere is no other experience noticeably

more intense than at. It will be impossible to arrange one such exper-

ience before anothor by the criterion e have just discussed, for our

criterion consists in discovering whether there is some d' tum noticeably

more intense than one of these, and indistinguishable in intensity from

the other. Nevertheless, it seems natural to cil one 'atu really

pre4batease tgan cnother if there is some datum only subliminally

less intenft than the second and noticeably less intense than the first.

This criterion is irreducible to that already given, and may hold bctwecn

two experiences of such intensity that there is nothing noticeably more

intense than ther. Let us, therefore, dein e the relations tlan

intense than9, a ong sense-d a of a given kind, as the relation between

e4daturm an4 another when is either indistinguishable in the apyropriate

respect I om soe datum noticeably 14 intense than the ether) or iS

noticebly less intense than some datum indistinguishable rm the other,

and ,one intenaity less than another if some member q it is ns i tense

than some member of the other.

This relation I less than' among sensation-intesities e ntly

has the properties which we nurbered (1) and (2) abofe, whate'tet.

properties the relation 'noticeably less intense thgf , may have (3) is

satisfied on account of the definition of the relation: for suppose that

et stands in this relation to $L- then there is a teri belonging to (

which is noticeably more intense, or notieeably less intense, tian some

sense-datum indistinguishable from another member of %1. It fllows th

that there are two tervms of w which are not acquipotent, fot x aP d y

are defined as aequipotent when and only when all the terma not4July

different from x are noticeably different fro: y, and vice versa.
_ m ar

Now, a sensation-intenoity is defined as the class of 11 sense-data

possessing a. aertain Uflhaf aequipotence with a given so se-datum, and
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it follorfc from the definition of aequip otence that if x is acqui otU

ont writhx y and y is acqui)teYt wuith Z, X is aeuiotont itI
z, o thus show t at it is oitradictory, accordint: to our definitdon,

or d\ to be ter intensity t an .

In a similar manner, we show that It is logically demonstrable that
(5) is satisfied by<the relation 'grea theb' among aenpatton-inton-

sities. For, if two seneation-intwnsities are different, as the

relation Q )aequipotence is transitive, some member of the o'e L-o t not

be aequipotent with soms member of the other. Thdt is, some iermber of

one must not be indistinguishable frot pom tstum dttttgnahkble

from some member of the other: in other words, some mnber of one must
be either noticeably more intense or noticeably less 4ritense than

some thing indistinguishable from some member tbt the other Therefore,
by the definition 3 ) oso than', one is less or gretpr thap the other,

as some member of it is less intense o more intense than some member

of ife other.

In a smilar manner , it can be shown that a suffcient condition

pY (4)Abe uatificd is that the relation between x andy whet x

is more intense than be transiti: that is, that 'ifX bears this
relation to z, a . bears it to , bears it to Ti

relation-we ;&,sume in our everyday 10 to be transitive ,

We hayq seen, then, that under a ngle hypothecis of 6v e

eral nature almost certainly sativstie b, the relations, 'ia notice-

ably brighter than', etc., the r lation between the sensationrawquzgities

and intensittes in question whio we have defined as 'is a leA ceree of

I is a smallerderee ofpresasure han',fie a lower pit4 tha'isasale egreo

brightmegs than', will generate e eries of pressuxes er toiwa or

bright*sfles , as the case may e.



9 Let it be noted, however, that our theory up to this point, has

been purely ordinal, ard that we have not said anything which will

entitle us to treat these pressures, brightness and tones, as IuaII

ities. Such a theory can be developed, but it far more complicated

than that here developed, and it starts with tetradic relation, "the

interval bet en I and 4 'seems grea'.er than that between hand , r

rather thanAthe dyadic relation, "noticeably more intense than". In

our crdinal theory of sensation- intensities, not only are we not

entitled to speak of sums or products of sensation4 intensities, but

we have not even any indication of any way to correlate tre deries

of sensation-intensities with the series of real numbers, and to

treat one itterval between two sensation-intensities as equal to

another. It is true that we are able to state one form of Weber's

law in terms of the relation of noticeable difference between the

sensations. We are able to say, for example, that if 2 is a given

sound-datum, evoked by a stimulus of vibration per second, and

a sound-datum evoked by a stimulus of vibrations per second, and

noticeably higher in pitch than y then, when . is fixed; the minimum

or lower limit of P is constant*.

! This, I remark parenthetically is the
really correct formulation of Weber's I w
applied to "just noticeable differences

of pitch-sensation. It involves abso-
lutely no teference tojust noticeable
differences'for it may well be that there
is no datum whose pitch is noticeably
higher than that of 4, such thatenodatum
of lower piteh isnoticeably highe man 2.
It also involg s no reference to the
construction weshaO 4 term< tonee"J&0.6,

But it is by so means evident that we should take all "just notice-

able differences" as equal. If we define all *just noticeable

differences" as equal, the* we have not yet found an unambiguous

wa cf assigning a ih9l number to each sensation-intensity, wh

is one of the things we must be able to do in order to be able to

regard It asgquantits for we are not thereby given any definite

method of subdividing the interval between two seksation-intensities



w Cse e Mrs are only su li in 1 aifferert -to equal parts.

If, on the other hand,,we take some hd of measurement starting

from sensation-intervals as primitiv rd derive fro Athe proposi-

tion that all "just noticeable differencesa are equal

needs experimental verification in he same sense in which Weber's

lawain either its quantitive or its non-quanttive sense needs

experimental verificatiow, and Weber's law ma well beA rue in one

of these senses yet false in the other. So we see that the proper

interpretation of the notion of sensation-intensity clears up many

problems connected with Weber's law.

In conclusion I wish to contrast my method of handling the

problem of sensation-intensity with that 'f Stout and Stumpf. Stout

and Stumpf see a contradiction in the intransitivity of the relation

"is indistinguishable fror'*, and say that to resolve this contradic-

tion, we must postulate differences of sensation-intensity where none

are seen. They assume unconsciously, that is,that the differences

of intensity between sensations are in the first instance differen'e

between sensation-intensities. We take the differences of intensity

as primitive, and derive the intensities as functions of them.

They have to postulate that the indistinguisability of subliminally

different sensations is due to ouz inability to perceive relations

of difference which really subsist between them: to us the relation

of indistinguishabilit is not merely an ill-perceived qualitative

idengtity,,but qqalitative identity is defined as a perfectly deter-

minate lorical function of indistinglishability. We postulate

nothing, and need be bothered by no qualms of conscisML as to the

existence of laything postulated: we construct all the relations

and ciasses we n ed from0. Xjrelaticn,"Inoticeably greater than".

This is the chief methodological point to notice in this paper, and

is due to Mr. Russell.

K-l


